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i n t Ro D u ct i o n

When our ADHD son was around five, my husband and I developed a unique intuition. If we came 
home on Saturday night and the babysitter was not standing in the driveway looking down the street 

for our car, we knew the evening had gone well. When you have a child with ADHD, you develop a sense 
about these things.

These are kids who aren’t willfully bad or temperamental, but somehow seem to end up with more serious 
bruises, more frequent meltdowns, more damaging messes, and more exasperated babysitters than all the 
other neighborhood kids combined.
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Even parents have trouble getting it right. Not long ago, my ADHD son, then 13, dove exuberantly onto my 
bed where his younger brother had made the sheets into a “tent.” We were soon on the way to the emergency 
room to stem the bleeding from his scalp caused by his collision with the wooden headboard.

While such occurrences are infrequent—thank goodness—bad things are more likely to happen when care-
takers lack the skills to put out small fires before they burn out of control. This guide provides babysitters, 
nannies, grandparents, and other caretakers with the knowledge and tools they’ll need during their extended 
stay with your ADHD child.

CheCk RefeRenCes…and attitudes
It takes a mature, reasonable, and responsible person to do the job well. Older teenagers are fine if they are 
experienced, able to grasp the issues, and come with impeccable references. Interview candidates and their 
previous clients to make sure prospective babysitters:

•  Will not be distracted from the job by personal phone calls, visitors, or entertainment
• Will respond rationally and competently in am emergency
• Are interested in spending time with and paying close attention to your child
•  Are capable of handling and dispensing medication, and have no history of substance abuse
• Understand or are willing to learn about managing ADHD behaviors
•  Have a calm disposition and will not be verbally or physically aggressive with your child
• Can respond to misbehavior in an evenhanded, dispassionate manner.

Avoid babysitters, including grandparents, who:

• Don’t “believe in” ADHD
• Think your child’s behavior is caused by lack of discipline or poor parenting 
• Cannot or might not be continually vigilant
• Do not have basic first-aid skills
• Have short tempers or are easily irritated
• Have poor problem-solving skills
• Are closed-minded about new approaches to dealing with difficult behaviors 
• Are uninterested in learning more about the disorder.

Once you’ve found a sitter who fits the bill, have him or her arrive early to study this guide, meet with your 
child before your leave, and review household rules and procedures.

BefoRe You Leave
Plan ahead if your child takes medication. If possible, time the medication dosage so it won’t wear off at 
8pm, leaving the sitter with a child who will become more impulsive, inattentive, and active. If you cannot 
avoid having the medication wear off, make sure your sitter understands the need for increased structure 
and supervision.

While there are no guarantees, we’re confident you’ll be better able to focus on your time away rather than 
on what might be going wrong at home.
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a D H D :  a  Wo R k i n g  D e f i n i t i o n

You’ve just signed on for a job that requires intelligence, skill, and training: babysitting for a child who 
has Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). It’s about as different from babysitting kids 

without ADHD as cat fishing is from fly-fishing. To be successful, you have to know what you’re doing.

For starters, let’s talk about ADHD.

adhd sYmptoms 
Brain disorders like ADHD, depression, and Tourette syndrome are frequently expressed as behavior. In 
general, kids who have ADHD have trouble paying attention, controlling their impulses, and sitting still. 
Sounds like all kids, right? But in kids with ADHD, these symptoms are so ever present and difficult to con-
trol that they interfere with their ability to function normally.

ADHD kids can’t control what they pay attention to. Any stimulation can distract them 
from what they’re doing. They may try hard to listen to the teacher, but the sound of someone turning pages 
diverts their attention. Often, they don’t follow through on tasks because their minds wander to something 
else that’s more stimulating. Other times, they miss part of the instructions for assignments and turn in 
the wrong work. You might ask an ADHD child to set the table, and find him, 10 minutes later, by the dish 
cabinet, eating a peanut butter sandwich.

ADHD kids usually move around a lot. They often behave as if “driven by a motor.” It they’re not 
racing around the house, they’re squirming in their dinner chairs or fidgeting at their desks. It’s difficult for 
them to play quietly, and they sometimes talk too much.

ADHD kids are impulsive. They do and say a lot of things without considering the consequences. 
They don’t have the “brakes” the rest of us have that prevent us from saying and doing the wrong thinks at 
the wrong times. They’ll blurt out answers before you’ve had a chance to finish your question. They have 
trouble taking turns. They’ll often butt in on conversations or games. Many are impatient, easily frustrated, 
and have a very short fuse. They may push others out of the way to get to something they want. 
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WHAt is ADHD?

ADHD is a brain-based disorder whose symptoms were described by doctors a century ago.

ADHD is not a “made up” disorder or a product of modern culture.

ADHD is an explanation for behavioral symptoms such as inattention and impulsivity.

ADHD is not an excuse for bad behavior.

ADHD is the cause of unintended negative behaviors and consequences.

ADHD is not a reflection of a child’s character.

ADHD is an obstacle to a child’s ability to understand and follow directions.

ADHD is not an indicator of a child’s intelligence and potential.

ADHD is usually life-long, but specific behavior management tools help people cope.

ADHD is not a condition that goes away if we show kids “who’s the boss.”

WhY?
ADHD kids don’t intentionally act this way. Their brain biology influences their behavior.  
Researchers believe the culprits are three brain chemicals (neurotransmitters): dopamine, dopa, and  
norepinephrine. These neurotransmitters help regulate movement and behavior.

Self-control is a key behavior affected by ADHD. Over time, most of us learn to delay reward: do your 
homework, and you can watch TV; eat your vegetables, and you’ll get dessert; take turns, and you’ll have 
friends. As we grow older, these experiences build the capacity to inhibit inappropriate or impulsive behav-
ior—hitting people, talking out of turn, crossing the street without looking both ways. 

ADHD kids don’t develop these skills easily. They have trouble using past experiences to problem-solve; they 
may not foresee the consequences of their actions; they often “live in the now,” as one leading researcher 
describes it. Many can’t put on the brakes: They see it, they want it, they do it.

What heLps
Combining medication with “behavioral intervention” is the best treatment for ADHD.

Medications can temporarily improve—but don’t permanently change—the imbalance of neurotransmitters 
that’s driving the ADHD behavior.

As helpful as medication is, it’s not 100 percent effective. That’s why adults need to teach ADHD children 
behaviors and social skills that come naturally to other kids.

But first, parents and caretakers need to learn the strategies and skills that work. While the standard  
“punishment” model is effective for most children, it doesn’t work for behaviors caused by ADHD. “Positive 
discipline,” which provides rewards for good behavior, is what works for ADHD kids.

The rest of this book describes several situations in which you may encounter ADHD behaviors. It also pro-
vides positive discipline tips and other advice for dealing with each one. You’ll also learn to distinguish which 
are ADHD behaviors, and which are willful misbehaviors, and how to respond effectively to both. 
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Q u i c k  t i P s  
e a sy  t R i c ks

We’ve described some of the symptoms of ADHD, but what, exactly, do they mean? Just like children 
without ADHD, each child with the condition is different. Some may have problems following direc-

tions, while others do just fine. Some are very active, and others are quiet and compliant. However, since 
you’re likely to encounter some of the behaviors described in this section, here are basic tips and tricks for 
your babysitting ADDventure.

tiP!  Many children with ADHD are young for their age. Some may act three or four years 
younger than they actually are.

triCK  Adjust your expectations. The average eight-year-old boy may be capable of clearing the 
dinner dishes, but if you wouldn’t give that responsibility to a five year old, don’t give it to an 
eight-year-old with ADHD.

tiP!  Many children with ADHD have trouble following multi-step directions. It’s fine to tell 
most kids to go upstairs, change into their pajamas, brush their teeth, and get into bed with a 
book. If you gave those instructions to an ADHD child, she might go upstairs, get distracted, 
and forget to do the rest. 

triCK Give ADHD kids directions one step at a time.

tiP!  Children with ADHD often have difficulty completing tasks. They may quit something in 
the middle because they’re distracted by something more stimulating that “kidnaps” their 
attention.

triCK  If you’ve asked an ADHD child to rake the yard and you find him, 10 minutes later, playing 
with the dog, don’t yell of blame. Instead, gently remind him to get back to the yard work. 
You may have to repeat this exercise several times. Remember, the child isn’t forgetting the 
yard work on purpose.

tiP!  Children with ADHD tend to lose things. If you’ve rented a video and let the child walk 
off with the box, don’t expect him to be able to tell you where he put it when you’re ready to 
leave.

triCK Remember that it’s your job to keep track of things. 
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tiP!  Children with ADHD may say things they don’t mean. Many are not able to hold their 
tongues when they’re supposed to. An ADHD child may tell you to “get lost” or worse.

triCK  Don’t overreact and don’t let things escalate into a war of words. Imagine the things you’d 
say if you didn’t have the capacity to keep yourself from saying them! Gently and without 
emotion, tell the child that his words are hurtful to you. Then, move on. 

tiP!  Some children with ADHD take a lot of risks. Since they don’t foresee consequences very 
well, there may be little stopping him (except you) from jumping down a flight of stairs, 
climbing out the window onto the roof, or using a sharp knife to trim his hair.

triCK  Keep accidents from happening by restricting access to dangerous objects and areas, and 
by keeping the child involved in safe activities. Supervision is key.

tiP!  Many children with ADHD seem rude because they interrupt, lose track of conversa-
tions, and fail to pay attention to others. This behavior is not intentional.

triCK Let this and other minor misbehaviors slide. Pick your battles.

tiP!  Children with ADHD can get unruly. They may think and act at warp speed and can’t put 
the brakes on their behavior just because you tell them to. Reprimands and punishment will 
not likely produce the behavior you desire.

triCK  If “hyper” behavior starts to get out of hand, redirect the child to a more appropriate activ-
ity. For example, if Johnny is jumping wildly on the bed, redirect: “Let’s put on some cool 
rap music and dance here on the carpet!”

tiP!  Children with ADHD often need extra help understanding that behaviors have conse-
quences. While it’s important not to sweat the small stuff, don’t let big things slide.

triCK  If a child’s behavior becomes destructive or aggressive, impose a logical consequence 
immediately and don’t wait until the parents come home. If they hit a sibling, no computer 
time for the rest of the night. If they throw a vase, no TV.

Be proactive. Children with ADHD respond best to “positive discipline,” which keeps them motivated to do 
their best. Use positive discipline to reduce the odds of a child misbehaving. Page 14 provides a simple posi-
tive discipline plan, whether you’re caring for an ADHD child for one hour, one day, or one week.
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sta Rt i n g  o u t:  
s e Pa Rat i o n  a n X i e t y

As a young child, my son had no fear of strangers. Everyone was his friend. In retrospect we realize that 
ADHD is what made him so bold; he was unable to think through the potential risks of being without 

Mom and Dad. Perhaps the ADHD child in your care fits this description.

More often, though, children with ADHD experience greater than average anxiety—including separation 
anxiety, the fear of being abandoned by parents and loved ones. Like my son, these children also have diffi-
culty thinking things through; they can’t apply their past experience to current situations. Even though they 
know that Mom and Dad always come home after going out on Saturday night, they may not be able to use 
this information to calm themselves.

While childhood separation anxiety is common, children with ADHD have more difficulty regulating 
their emotions and reactions.
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While the average anxious child may have a five-minute tantrum after their parents leave, the ADHD child 
may rant and rave all night.

While average kids may cry and fuss when Mom and Dad go out, distracting them with a favorite video or 
book may take their blues away. An ADHD child, however, may get “stuck” in a crying jag and become 
increasingly overwrought. 

It takes planning, care, and compassion to help ADHD kids move beyond their separation anxiety.

Acknowledge and accept the child’s feelings. Never scold, humiliate, or threaten a child who is over-
whelmed by separation anxiety. Tell the child you know how it must feel to be apart from Mom and Dad, 
but provide reassurance that you are in charge and that nothing bad will happen. Children with ADHD have 
more difficult controlling their world, and may not trust that babysitters know what to do. Hold the child, if 
necessary, to underscore your gentle but firm authority.

Know when to call the parents. If the child is crying and miserable all night, provide support but don’t 
panic. The child needs to learn that he of she can live through the absence and that crying will not bring 
Mom and Dad home. However, if the child becomes aggressive or destructive (biting, kicking, breaking ob-
jects), it’s time to call the parents. These behaviors can result in accidents and injuries. Let’s hope you’ll have 
avoided this scenario by taking steps to prevent it.

 

sePArAtion Anxiety triCKs

1 	 	If this is a first-time job, find out in advance what the child enjoys doing most: watch-
ing videos, playing Barbies, coloring, playing catch. Ask the parents to provide a 
“spending allowance” for an inexpensive toy or game. Rent a movie and bring some 
microwave popcorn. Bring a new Barbie outfit or some crayons. This is not bribery. 
Novelty is the best way to keep ADHD kids engaged in positive activities. Arriving 
with one of these items focuses the child’s attention away from the parents’ depar-
ture and can serve as the bridge you’ll need to build rapport.

2 	   Arrive early—at least half an hour before the parents are due to leave. (Even better if 
possible: Meet and play with the child the day before the job.) Get a proper introduc-
tion, ask the child for a house tour and to show you his or her favorite toys and games. 
Engage the child in play while the parents are still home. Children with ADHD can 
become fixated on activities they enjoy, and may be less likely to overreact when it’s 
time to say good-bye.

3 	   Keep good-byes simple. If you and the child are playing, the parental departure may 
go nearly unnoticed. However, if the child becomes upset, parents should never 
linger. Children worry more when they think their parents are worried. Parents need 
to say their good-byes and exit quickly and confidently. 

4   Use a timer. Children with ADHD are frequently described as “time blind.” They have 
difficulty orienting themselves in time, and many can’t grasp exactly what a time 
frame means. It won’t help to tell an ADHD child that “Mom and Dad will return in just 
a few hours.” However you can use a timer to show how much time is left before the 
parents get home. Children with ADHD need concrete, visual input to understand  
abstract concepts such as time. The timer technique works better than a clock  
because it visually establishes an end point and makes a time frame tangible.
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e n co u Rag i n g  P o s i t i V e  
B e H aV i o R

Children with ADHD don’t want to be bad. They don’t enjoy alienating their peers and parents, and they 
don’t want teachers to dislike them. They don’t like getting yelled at, being left out, or punished. Yet 

that’s how things often end up for them. Pretty soon, they begin to think of themselves as bad and plunge 
into a downward spiral.
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Hare are a few situations you might encounter:

• Ask an ADHD child to do something simple—like clean the mess in his room—and it never happens.
• Tell the child you expect him to sit quietly for dinner, and you watch the food fly across the table.
• Ask the child to finish his homework, and you find him playing computer games instead.
•  Make an angry face to express your displeasure when he yells at his sister, and the ADHD child may 

not understand what you’re trying to “say.”
•  Punish the child with a time-out, and he may stop the behavior temporarily, but it’s not going to stop 

it in the future—even if the future is, say, 10 minutes from now.

tiP!  These ”bad” behaviors are not willful; they’re an expression of ADHD.
  ADHD is a disorder of self-control. Many ADHD children do no have the ability to internally 

motivate themselves if they don’t get immediate, positive feedback. They may lack the foresight 
to control their behavior with future consequences in mind. They live in the moment.

  As a result, some ADHD children cannot easily stick with tasks that don’t have an immedi-
ate reward built in. That’s why they can play video games for hours (instant feedback holds 
their attention by keeping them motivated) but have difficulty reading more than one page 
of a history book. 

  Tasks such as cleaning one’s room, completing a routine history assignment, or displaying per-
fect table manners do not provide the intrinsic rewards ADHD kids need to remain on task.

triCK   It’s important to be consistent with the parents’ method of dealing with ADHD behavior.  
Ask what the parent wants you to do to encourage good behavior. Many families rely on 
a discipline system that provides frequent, immediate external rewards for completing bor-
ing tasks of for behaving appropriately throughout the day or evening. This system is called 
“positive discipline.” It stops bad behavior before it happens. Try to remember that this 
system isn’t bribery. It’s a way to motivate a child who lacks the internal ability to motivate 
himself. Here’s how it works (see next page):
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4 stePs to Positive DisCiPline

STEP 1: Make a list of things you want the child to do, always trying to use positive 
language. 

Here is a sample list for babysitters, depending on the child’s age. You can use both gen-
eral and specific behaviors.

• Play nicely with your sister. (Not “Don’t hit your sister.”)
• Help keep the family room clean. (Not “Don’t make a mess.”)
• Put your toys away. (Not “Don’t leave your toys around.”)
• Eat nicely at the dinner table. (Not “No fighting over food.”)
• Speak gently. (Not “Don’t raise your voice.”)
• Take turns. (Not “Don’t interrupt or butt in.”)
• Go to bed quietly. (Not “Don’t jump on the bed.”)

STEP 2: Provide rewards.

Keep the child motivated to behave well by providing frequent, immediate rewards for 
good behavior. Families employing this system often use pennies (deposited in a jar), 
gold stars on a chart or index card, smiley face stickers, M&M’s and other bits of candy, 
or check marks. Inform the child every time he wins a point and praise him for doing a 
good job. At the end of the night, the child can redeem stickers, check marks, and other 
points for an inexpensive “prize,” such as a deck of cards, a candy bar, extra TV or video 
game time, or a favorite treat before bed.

STEP 3: Explain the system to the child.

“Every time you do the things on this piece of paper, you’re going to earn a point.” That’s 
the child’s job. Your job is to continually catch the child doing something good, and to 
heap on the praise and rewards that will keep the child motivated.

STEP 4: Set the system in motion.

Be generous with points at first so the child “gets it” quickly and buys into the system.

Tell the child that if he earns, say, 10 points by the end of the night, he can exchange the 
points for a prize. Ignore minor misbehaviors (such as whining, dawdling, bossiness) but 
remind him frequently about the point system and how many points he still needs. Warn 
him, too, that certain behaviors, such as hitting, can result in an automatic loss of points 
and even a time-out.
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st R e s s  P o i n t s

ADHD kids go ballistic over things you’d never expect. They can be hypersensitive, physically and emo-
tionally, and they may easily overreact. 

One term for this problem is “neurological inflexibility,” which means they get stuck in certain situations or 
emotions and can’t readily move on. Awareness of inflexibility issues will help your babysitting experience 
go smoothly.

Here are tips and tricks for some of the most critical stress points for children with ADHD:
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tRansitions
Being unable to focus is one symptom of ADHD. Another symptom is 
hyperfocusing. Children may become so mentally “locked in” to an 
activity, event, feeling, or thought that they cannot readily shift their 
attention to something else. This is particularly true when the activity 
is stimulating or provides built-in rewards, such as a video game or 
television show.

tiP!  Never tell and ADHD child to shut off the TV and get upstairs 
right now. Because he has trouble shifting focus, he either won’t hear you 
or will seem stubbornly oppositional and angry. Demanding immediate 
transitions is the stuff that meltdowns are made of. This behavior is part of the disorder and 
is not intentional.

triCK   You can help ADHD kids shift activities by preparing them to switch gears. If 8 p.m. is the 
time for brushing teeth, at 7:45 say: “In 15 minutes it’s time to brush your teeth.” Three min-
utes later say, “In five minutes, I need you to turn off the TV,” and so on. Helping children 
shift focus gently and gradually will make for smoother transitions. 

siBLing squaBBLes 
Sibling rivalry has been documented since biblical times and seems to exist across species. Human siblings 
often know exactly how to push each other’s buttons, and many delight in doing so. The instigator blames 
the other when he or she reacts. Add ADHD to the picture, and a war of words can quickly morph into a 
babysitter’s worst nightmare.

tiP!  Garden-variety sibling rivalry is just one cause of fights between ADHD kids and their 
brothers or sisters. Another is that children with ADHD often misread social cues and 
think they’re being teased when they’re not. They may have more difficulty shrugging off 
mild provocation, often have a lower tolerance for frustration, and tend to overreact. These 
ADHD behaviors and characteristics, while not purposeful, frequently add fuel to the fire.

triCK  Nip it in the bud. Start out by addressing an underlying cause of many sibling fights: Chil-
dren with and without ADHD frequently misbehave to get attention. This behavior can set 
off a dynamic in which the other sibling competes for attention by misbehaving too. There-
fore, let all the children know the rules up front: Misbehavior will result in a time-out or loss 
of privilege (whatever the parents’ chosen method), not in getting your attention.

  Spread the blame. Prevent sibling squabbles by keeping a sharp eye not just on the child 
who explodes with emotion, but also on the instigator who sets off the explosion. Let the 
children know what you expect: that they will treat each other nicely while you’re there. Tell 
them what steps you’ll take if they fight; it may help to say they’ll both face consequences, 
regardless of who started it. Children are less likely to provoke each other—and more likely 
to control themselves if provoked—when they know they can’t blame the other. It doesn’t 
matter if the ADHD child “can’t help it.” Your job is to prevent children from getting hurt. 

  Keep the peace. Continually heap on the praise for getting along, but if fights do occur, fol-
low through with whatever consequences you and the parents have discussed. If that doesn’t 
work, have the kids play in separate rooms and do your best to keep an eye on each one.
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noise and CRoWds
I’ll never forget the first and last time we took our ADHD son to a football game. Within 15 minutes, he was 
covering his ears and shouting “shut up!” at no one in particular. His behavior quickly escalated to running 
down the aisle, trying to escape. We caught him before anything terrible happened.

Since ADHD kids have difficulty filtering out distractions, they tend to pay equal attention to everything. 
When there’s a lot of everything in the air, the child may become overwhelmed. Ditto for large family gath-
erings, crowded playgrounds, and birthday parties. 

tiP!  If you take an ADHD child to a crowded arena, restaurant, or an airport, he may become 
so over-stimulated that he shuts down—or melts down. At noisy birthday parties or 
crowded playgrounds, he may lash out aggressively at peers.

triCK  Avoid noisy, crowded situations, but if you can’t, make sure you have an escape plan. 
If you’re visiting an amusement park, for example, find out where there’s a quiet space you 
can take the child to regroup before, or after, he falls apart. Never plan long visits to highly 
stimulating environments. If you’re taking the child to the local amusement park, limit the 
visit to one or two hours at a time, and include low-key activities and rest periods. If your 
assignment is to take the child to a birthday party, tell the host you can only stay 30-60 min-
utes and monitor closely the child’s interactions with peers. 

phYsiCaL sensitivitY 
Some ADHD children are hypersensitive to touch as well as sound. Tags on their clothing may drive them 
nuts. Getting “in their space” can set them off. Before my son was diagnosed with ADHD, he’d push or yell 
“go away!” at anyone who got too close to him, including his preschool teachers.

tiP!  Physically hypersensitive kids may not even be aware that something is bothering them. 
They may become irritable or inexplicably angry with someone sitting close. to them.

triCK  Listen. If the child seems irritable, ask if something specific is bothering him physically. Is 
the tag on his t-shirt tickling or scratching his neck? Are her shoes uncomfortable? Is he 
hungry? And be aware of getting too close to him. If the child tries to push you away, it’s not 
because he’s being mean or rude. Respect his wishes and see if it helps. 

CRitiCism
Children with ADHD hear more than their share of criticism, and are more sensitive to it than most. They 
also have trouble reading social cues and may misinterpret a neutral remark as an insult. 

tiP!   Since many ADHD kids lack the self-control, verbal ability, and social skills to react ap-
propriately, you may find your self on the receiving end of an angry verbal barrage punctu-
ated by door slamming and crying.

triCK   Keep your focus on what the child does well, not on what the child does wrong, to avoid 
stressful confrontations and motivate good behavior. If the child needs correction, try these 
strategies:

•  De-personalize remarks. Say,“It might be better to try it this way” instead of “You’re do-
ing it all wrong!”

•  Tell them what you want them to do. Say,“Let me help you put those clothes where they 
belong” instead of “Don’t throw your clothes on the floor.”

•  Encourage rather than criticize. Say,“The dog really likes it when you feed her on time” 
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instead of “You always forget to feed the dog.”
•  Catch them being good. Say, “I really liked the way you helped your sister.”
•  Shape behavior. Praise a child for small accomplishments. Saying, “Wow! Look at that 

handwriting!” inspires children to achieve even more.

hYpeRaCtivitY
Some children with ADHD move around a lot. The house is their jungle gym, and the world is their tram-
poline. Once, my son and an ADHD friend decided to swing baseball bats in the bathroom. Stitches were 
required.

Even when sitting still, some children with ADHD are constantly fidgeting. This fidgeting may extend to 
other people; they’ll poke, push, and tickle the person in the next seat. This behavior should not be charac-
terized as bad or uncooperative. It’s just how ADHD kids are.

tiP!   Hyperactivity is at the root of many ADHD related accidents. It can also precipitate fights 
between the child and his family and friends.

triCK   Prevention works best. Make sure the child is engaged in quiet, calm activities that aren’t 
overly stimulating. While parents may object, television and computer games are safe bets 
for a sedate evening. So are some of the activities and games recommended on page 20.

  If the child goes “over the top,” he’ s unlikely to stop what he’s doing just because you say so. 
Instead, experts recommend a technique called “redirecting,” which is a way of kidnapping 
their attention. If Johnny is splashing the bathtub water all over the bathroom, redirect him: 
“Let’s try making silly hats out of bubbles!” If Susie is whirling in dizzying circles around the 
living room, say, “Let’s make up a funny song.” Be creative, and think fast.

meaLs 
ADHD can affect appetite in several ways. Without medication, a child may be an impulsive overeater who 
devours everything in site. The most common problem, though, is that some ADHD medications reduce  
appetite. When the medication wears off later in the evening, the child may feel “starved” and become  
voraciously hungry.

Don’t make meals a battleground. Children with ADHD need to eat when they are hungry. It will not help 
to force the child to sit down and eat a proper meal. Instead, have nutritious food ready for when the child’s 
appetite returns. 
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four nutrition triCKs

1  Provide the protein. Foods rich in protein—lean beef, pork, poultry, fish, eggs, beans, nuts, 
soy, and low-fat dairy products—may have beneficial effects on ADD symptoms. The brain 
uses protein to make neurotransmitters, chemicals released by the brain to communicate 
with each other. Protein can also prevent blood sugar surges, which increase hyperactivity. 

2  Go fish. Omega-3 fatty acids improve several aspects of ADHD behavior—hyperactivity, 
impulsivity, and concentration. Omega-3s’ are essential fats important for normal brain func-
tion. Research suggests that some kids with ADHD have lower blood levels of omega-3’s than 
kids without ADHD. 

3  Begin with a good breakfast. Providing a calorie- and protein-rich morning meal can help 
your child focus and do better at school. Three good balanced breakfasts include a veggie 
omelet, bran muffin, and fresh fruit with yogurt; low-fat cheese melted on whole-grain toast 
and a pear; granola, yogurt, and sliced apple.

4  Cut back on chemicals. Several studies suggest that artificial additives in foods make non-
ADD children more hyperactive, and make hyperactive children worse. To avoid additives, 
read food ingredient labels until you’ve found a wide range of foods that are additive free. In 
most cases, fresh, unprocessed foods are your best bet. 

 

Bedtime
Bedtime is a bad time for ADHD kids. They have more difficulty “winding down” and may take medications 
that interfere with sleep. They may also take medicine that lowers appetite but wears off at bedtime, which 
causes an attack of the munchies.

tiP!   Power struggles, getting up and down, asking for water, then crackers, crying and whin-
ing are par for the course. ADHD children also are more prone to separation anxiety at 
bedtime.

triCK   Bedtime is one of those “transitions” for which you must plan and prepare. Give the child 
a half-hour warning: 15 minutes to stop what he’s doing, lights out 15 minutes after that. 
Provide reminders every five minutes.

  Once the child stops the current activity, inquire about food and water. Make sure the 
child has everything he or she needs before going upstairs or down the hall to bed.

  Ask the parents if there is a particular bedtime routine that works best. If not, use the 
final 15-minute period to help the child unwind. Since baths can get ADHD children over-
stimulated, try reading a favorite story or administering a backrub. Make bedtime as relax-
ing and pleasant as possible. If the child says he’s “scared” when you turn off the lights, tell 
him you’ll sit in a chair right outside his room and read a book.

  Do what it takes, but don’t overdo it. Even with all the preparation you can muster, some 
ADHD children can’t get to sleep. Don’t go overboard forcing the issue. A struggle will only 
re-stimulate the child. If the child cannot sleep, permit her to play or read quietly in bed. She 
will fall asleep eventually. 
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H aV i n g  f u n 

Have I forgotten to mention the best thing about children with ADHD? They’re fun! I never laugh so 
much as when I’m with my ADHD son. He can be goofy, creative, huggable and hilarious, all at the 

same time. Bringing out the best in ADHD kids isn’t difficult. Here are some of my favorite ways to do it: 

make a movie
Is there a video camera in the house? Children with ADHD love to ham it up. Have him pretend to be a 
character in a movie, dress up for the role, and improvise skits. Afterward, sit down and watch your creation 
on TV with a bowl of popcorn.
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CReate a sCRapBook
If you don’t have a video camera, use a digital camera, family photos (get parental permission!), or cut-outs 
from discarded magazines and newspapers. Have the child paste his own photos, magazine pictures of fa-
vorite celebrities, and other images onto loose-leaf paper or plain paper that can be hole-punched and stored 
in a binder. Have her write funny captions and draw cartoons based on her own life.

pLaY ChaRades
Charades is a fast, fun game that enables ADHD kids to move around, work off some energy, and think on 
their feet. Praise lavishly for a charade well done. They’ll love the positive attention.

get CRaftY
Come to the house with clay, crayons, crafts supplies, and other projects kids can work on. Sometimes my 
sons and I make impromptu picture frames out of cardboard that are decorated with drawings, glued-on 
stray puzzle pieces, scraps of tissue paper, pieces of cloth, ribbon, and cut-out objects from magazines and 
cardboard tissue boxes. Bring wrapping paper and help kids gift-wrap their creations to present to Mom and 
Dad at the end of the evening.

tRash to tReasuRes
Teach kids about recycling by helping them make treasures out of ordinary trash. A simple kite can be made 
from a couple of straws and some white plastic garbage bags. An empty Pringles potato chip cylinder can 
become a desktop pencil holder when decorated with glued-on construction paper, the Sunday comics, glit-
ter, old buttons, or dried pasta. 

teaCh pet tRiCks
If the child has a pet, bring a pet training “how to” book with some treats to use as rewards.Work together to 
teach the family dog one new trick. The pet’s cute responses keep the ADHD child engaged enough to stick 
with it, even if it takes all night. My sons also enjoy the books How to Talk to Your Cat and How to Talk to 
Your Dog, both by Jean Craighead George. These wonderfully illustrated guides are silly and fun, but on the 
serious side, they provide important lessons about nonverbal communication—a difficult concept for kids 
with ADHD.

do magiC tRiCks
Children are fascinated by magic. Learn a few magic tricks, or bring a magic trick kit with you to the job. 
Spend some time mastering a few simple tricks that kids can show off later to Mom and Dad. Magic helps 
ADHD kids develop a sense of mastery, which enhances self-esteem.
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s e R i o u s  st u f f

Of all the tips and tools I’ve provided in this book, the ADHD-specific checklist on page 24 is the most 
important. The issues and concerns related to sitting for ADHD kids go beyond those related to 

everyday childcare

Perhaps most important, ADHD is a brain-based disorder, and many ADHD children take medications to 
help control its symptoms. These medications include stimulants (such as Ritalin), antidepressants (such as 
Wellbutrin), and antihypertensives (such as Tenex). Some of these medicines have side effects such as ap-
petite loss or sleepiness. Others may make it difficult for children to sleep. 

If the child takes medicine, make sure you follow the parents’ instructions carefully. Skipping medications—
or giving too much medication—can be dangerous. When you give the medicine is also important. Always 
give the right dose at the right time. 

This section includes a chart on which parents can enter the medication the child takes, when it is given, 
and what the expected side effects are. There is also a box called “Call for help if ” in which parents can enter 
unexpected, and possible harmful, medication reactions. 
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Finally, being “hyper” is no joke. Children with ADHD are more likely to end up in emergency rooms, and 
have more serious injuries, than other kids their age. They’re more likely to experience accidental poisoning 
and to sustain head injuries. Find out exactly what to do and whom to call should a child get hurt. Acting 
quickly and competently saves lives. 

The End
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bAbysitting CHeCKlist*

Parent’s	Names	__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Children’s	Names	 ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Home	Address	___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Home	Phone______________________Children’s	Ages	and	Weights	______________________________________________________

Parent	Cell	Phones	or	Pagers	_______________________________________________________________________________________

Emergency	Services	Numbers	______________________________________________________________________________________

Doctor’s	Phone	Number	 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Veterinarian	Phone	Number	 _______________________________________________________________________________________

Where	the	Parents	Will	Be	_________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone	Where	Parents	Can	Be	Reached		 ______________________________________________________________________________

When	Parents	Are	Expected	Home	__________________________________________________________________________________

Name/Number	of	Neighbors	_______________________________________________________________________________________

Name/Number	Grandparents	or	Close	Relative	 _______________________________________________________________________

MEDICATION WHEN GIVEN PURPOSE SIDE EFFECTS CALL FOR HELP IF

Location	of	First	Aid	Kit	 ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Location	of	Ipecac	Syrup	 __________________________________________________________________________________________

Children’s	Allergies	_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Children’s	Boundaries:

																								Indoor		 _________________________________________________________________________________________________

																								Outdoor	________________________________________________________________________________________________

Special	Rules	 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

TV	and	Video	Rules	 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Favorite	Toys	____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bedtime	Rituals	__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lights	Out	Time	__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Special	Issues	or	Concerns	_________________________________________________________________________________________

*Parents: Fill out this form with pencil to allow for changes, or make multiple copies
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